BURCH-SCHNEIDER CAGE FRACTURE: A CASE REPORT
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In this report, we present the case of a 64-year-old woman who sustained a Burch-Schneider cage fracture. Prior to this event, she underwent repeated acetabular reconstructions, but in the end prosthesis removal was performed as a salvage procedure. We believe that the primary cause of the fracture was metal fatigue facilitated by intraoperative re-contouring of the flange, as well as reuse of the cage. Based on this case we caution against repetitive or excessive flange bending during implantation of Burch-Schneider cages and do not recommend their reuse.

INTRODUCTION

Acetabular cup failure is a persistently encountered complication of total hip arthroplasty (THA) despite the overall exceptional results.1, 2 Indications for acetabular revision include aseptic loosening of the cup, polyethylene wear, osteolysis, periprosthetic infection, and dislocation.3, 4 One of the main challenges during revision arthroplasty is to establish rigid cup fixation in an acetabulum that often has damaged and deficient bone. To solve this problem, methods using large porous-coated acetabular cups, bone grafting, and reconstructive cages have all proven to be effective treatment options.5, 6 Although most acetabular revisions do not require reconstructive cages, a small number of patients with severe combined defects may be best treated by this technique in combination with bone grafting.5, 7–11

The Burch-Schneider anti-protrusio cage is designed to manage severe combined acetabular defects by bridging large bone gaps and preventing medial and superior cup migration.5, 8, 12 The cage is made of a titanium alloy (Protasul™ Ti) and consists of a hemispherical basket with superior and inferior flanges for iliac and ischial support, respectively. During intraoperative placement, manual bending of the flanges is required to adjust pelvic fit and improves cage support via the ilium and ischium. Screws placed through holes in the cage dome and flanges further secure the cage to the bony pelvis. As an alternative to securing the inferior flange with screws, insertion of the flange into a prepared ischial slot is also an effective cage-pelvis binding technique.5, 7 Defects behind or around the cage are filled with bone graft, and an acetabular cup is cemented into the basket of the cage.

We have been using the Burch-Schneider cage since 1997 to reconstruct severe acetabular bone defects in select patients with satisfactory results. Several complications for this method have been described including aseptic and septic failure, dislocation, migration, neurovascular damage, screw breakage, and others.7, 9, 10, 13–18 Cage fracture is a rarely encountered complication and in the available literature we have identified only three cases.7, 17 The aim of the present report is to describe our experience with this unique complication and review the literature.

CASE DESCRIPTION

A 58-year-old woman presented to our orthopaedic department in February of 1997 with a history of bilateral postdysplastic osteoarthritis of the hip. She subsequently underwent THA of the right hip using a Balgrist cup (Allopro, Sulzer Medica, Switzerland) and an Alloclassic SL stem (Allopro, Sulzer Medica). There were no complications intraoperatively, during recovery, or at follow-up.

In September of 1997, due to progressively increasing left hip pain and x-ray evidence of osteoarthritis, the woman elected to undergo THA at our department. During this procedure, a Balgrist cup was placed into the dysplastic acetabulum and an Alloclassic SL stem was implanted as the femoral component. Two weeks later shortening of the left leg was evident on examination, and x-rays of the left hip demonstrated cup protrusion and rotation. During revision surgery, defects of both the anterior and central acetabular regions were reconstructed using bone autograft harvested from the left iliac crest. The failed prosthetic cup was exchanged for a larger Balgrist cup placed more medially to improve host bone coverage. In March of 1998, the woman was asymptomatic and satisfied with her THA outcome, but x-ray showed mild cranial and medial migration of the implanted cup.

At a follow-up examination in April of 2000, x-rays of the left hip revealed a fractured Balgrist cup (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Radiograph of a fractured Balgrist cup in a 61-year-old woman two and a half years after implantation.

Fig. 2. Radiograph showing the first signs of cage lateralization (arrows) and screw failure 6 months after cage placement.

Fig. 3. Radiograph of complete displacement of the Burch-Schneider cage one year after cage placement.

Fig. 4. Postoperative x-ray after re-implantation of the Burch-Schneider cage.
At revision, the bony acetabulum was reconstructed using a structural allograft fastened via a screw to the residual host bone, followed by filling remaining defects with morselized allograft. To bridge the reconstruction, a 50 mm Burch-Schneider cage (Sulzer Medica, Switzerland) was implanted and secured with cortical screws. An Ultima Semicaptive cup (Johnson & Johnson, USA) was cemented into the cage basket. Six months later the woman was asymptomatic and walking with crutches. However, the first signs of ischial screw loosening and lateral cage displacement were apparent on x-ray (Fig. 2).

At a routine follow-up one year later, x-rays showed massive lateral and cranial migration of the cage and a broken superior flange screw (Fig. 3). The reconstruction involved extensive morselized bone allografting as well as re-bridging of the defect using the same 50mm Burch-Schneider cage implanted in the previous revision. To prevent repeated lateral displacement, the inferior flange was slightly re-contoured and inserted into the ischium. This was followed by cementing a new cup into the cage. Postoperative x-ray seemed to show promising integrity (Fig. 4). During a follow-up visit in January of 2002, the passive range of motion of the left hip was 0–80° flexion and 30° abduction. Actively, the patient demonstrated abductor insufficiency.

Two months later, x-rays revealed an inferior flange fracture of the Burch-Schneider cage and cranial migration of the entire implant (Fig. 5). The woman had minor symptomatic complaints and was aware of progressive shortening of the left leg. In January of 2003, the prosthesis was completely extracted and the defects were filled with morselized allograft. At a follow-up visit eighteen months later, the woman was pain free, walking with crutches, and independent.

**DISCUSSION**

The Burch-Schneider anti-protrusio cage is an effective option for acetabular reconstruction when severe combined acetabular defects are present and a mechanically stable environment cannot be established by other fixation methods. Complications associated with the technically demanding anti-protrusio acetabular reconstruction cages have been recognized by other authors. Gill et al. reported an overall 19 percent complication rate at an average follow-up of 8.5 years in a group of 63 hip revisions using a Burch-Schneider cage. However, none of the complications reported were due to cage fracture. Goodman et al. evaluated 42 Burch-Schneider cages and 19 Contour rings (Smith and Nephew Richards, Memphis, TN) and found that only 44 % (27/61) were complication free after a mean of 4.6 years postoperatively. Among the complications, one Burch-Schneider cage inferior flange fracture (2.4 %; 1 of 42) was described in an older patient with ankylosing spondylitis and larger acetabular defects (AAOS Type III, Gross Type IV) requiring structural allografting. Time to failure was two years. Perka and Ludwig also mentioned two instances of Burch-Schneider cage fracture occurring as late complications (3.2 %; 2 of 63) but no details were reported.

When the Burch-Schneider cage was initially implanted in our patient, the residual acetabulum was reconstructed using a structural allograft fastened via a screw to the residual host bone, followed by filling remaining defects with morselized allograft. To bridge the reconstruction, a 50 mm Burch-Schneider cage (Sulzer Medica, Switzerland) was implanted and secured with cortical screws. An Ultima Semicaptive cup (Johnson & Johnson, USA) was cemented into the cage basket. Six months later the woman was asymptomatic and walking with crutches. However, the first signs of ischial screw loosening and lateral cage displacement were apparent on x-ray (Fig. 2).
repetitive deformation can fatigue metal. Additionally, the level of the two holes in the inferior flange may be an area more prone to fatigue (and fracture) since resistance to bending is less at that point and there is the potential for screw-inflicted damage.

The relationship between extensive bone defects and early cage failure in our patient seems to be supported by various studies. Udomkiat et al. noted a strong early cage failure in all patients with Paprosky IIIb defects and severe posterior column compromise. Similar findings were published by Peters et al. and others. Conversely, van Koeveringe and Oechsner did not find any correlation between the extent of acetabular defects and cage migration.

Surprisingly, our patient suffered only minor complaints in spite of gross cage migration. Perka and Ludwig noted similar occurrences, finding a poor correspondence between migration and clinical symptoms. This discrepancy between early prosthetic failure and clinical presentation has been recognized for some time. However, it has been our experience that the gross prosthetic migration occurring in our patient typically presents with a more urgent clinical picture.

The Burch-Schneider cage is a very useful and effective device for managing select patients with severe acetabular defects. Our patient represents a unique case of cage reuse and repetitive flange bending during cage implantation as these practices may lead to structural cage failure.
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